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Ahetract--This article considers a modification of the secretary problem with random number 
of applicants discussed by Presman and Sonin [1]. Our problem also a/lows both tmcertaD,ty of 
employment and restriction of offering chances, that is, an offer of acceptance is declined by the 
applicant with a fixed known probability 1 - p, (0 _~ p ~ 1) and the offering chances, before the 
decision maker gets one applicant, are at moat M times'. Section 2 gives the sufficient condition for 
the probhsn to be monotone and the optimal strate~D" of the monotone problem. In Section 3 we give 
the examples for nn|form distribution of random number of applicants. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We consider a variation of the sequential observation and selection problem, often referred to as 
the secretary problem and studied extensively by Gilbert and Mosteller [2]. The basic framework 
of the classical secretary problem can be described as follows. N applicants appear one by one 
in random order with all N! orderings being equally likely. At any time we are able to rank the 
applicants that have so far appeared according to some order of preference. As each applicant 
appears, we must decide whether or not to make an offer to that applicant with the objection 
of ~ iz ing  the probability of choosing the best applicant. It is assumed that each applicant 
accepts an offer of employment with certainty and that an applicant o whom an offer is not 
made cannot be recalled later. There are many interesting contributions on this problem, see the 
excellent reviews by Freeman [3] or Ferguson [4]. Smith [5] considered the problem with uncertain 
employment where each applicant has the right to decline an offer of employment with a known 
fixed probability 1 -p ,  ( -  q, 0 _< p _< 1), independent of his/her rank and the arrangement of 
the other applicants. In Smith's problem, we can make as many offers as we wish. Ano and 
Tamaki [6] deal with the related problem which puts the restriction on the number of offers and 
allows us to make an offer at most M times, where M is the predetermined number. Another 
modification of the classical secretary problem was studied by Presman and Sonin [1]. Their 
model is the first contribution to deal with a random number of applicants, such models do not 
seem to have been studied as much, even though they are in general easier. The problem we 
consider here combines the problem of Ano and Tamaki [6] with the one of Presman and Sonin [1]. 
We call our problem m-problem if we are allowed to give m more offers in future. As easily 
seen, to solve the M-problem completely, we must also solve the (M-1)-,(M-2)-,.. .  ,1-problems. 
The relatively best applicant is sometimes called a candidate. Define the state of process as 
(n ,m) ,n  -- 1 , . . . ,m -- 0 ,1 , . . . ,M ,  when we confront the m-problem and observe that the n th 
applicant is a candidate. Let Bm be the one-stage look-ahead stopping region for the m-problem, 
that is, Bm is the set of state (n, m), for which giving an offer immediately is at least as good as 
waiting for the first candidate to appear to whom an offer is given. It is well known that if Bm 
is "closed," i.e., Bm-  {(n, m) : n _> s~n ) for some specified value s~ then the optimal strategy 
in state (n, m) is to give an offer as soon as the state enters into Bm (see, e.g., [7,8]). We call 
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the m-problem monotone if Bm is "closed." Section 2 investigates the sufficient condition for the 
m-problem to be monotone and gives the optimal strategy of the monotone m-problem. In 
Section 3, examples with a uniformly distributed number of applicants are given. 
2. THE OPT IMAL  STRATEGY OF THE MONOTONE PROBLEM 
We assume that the number of applicants N, is a random variable whose distribution 64 = 
P(N = /c), /~ - 0, 1 , . . . ,  ~°=0 64 - 1, ~rj - ~'~ffij 6,, has been given. The event that we can 
employ the overall best is called success. In state (n, m), we must decide whether to give an offer 
to the current candidate or not. Suppose that n th applicant has just appeared and is a candidate, 
then 
P(n th applicant is the best of  all N I N >_ n) 
oO 
= y]~ P(n th applicant is the best of  all j [ N = j, N >_ j )P (N  = j [ N >_ j) 
j=. 
• j ~n" 
3=n 
Let w (m) be the maximum probability of success starting from the state (n, m). Also let 
u(m)(v ('n)) be the corresponding probability when we make an offer (when we decline to make 
an offer) to the current candidate in state (n, m). Then the principle of optimality yields 
w(nm)=max{u(m),v(m)}, n=l,,..,m=l, 2,..., (i) 
where 
• ".+l .o - )~( i  i ) . - .+ l ( , .~  (3) 
~(') = (. + i)~. ~"+~ T n ¥ i ,. "+~' 
v (°) -- 0, w (°) -- 0. Equation (2) follows that the availability of applicants can be asserted 
by giving an offer and the m-problem enters into the (m-1)-problem once an offer is declined. 
Throughout his article, the vacuous sum is assumed to be zero. The maximum probability of 
success of the m-problem is given by v ('n) - ~r,w~ 'n). 
Repeated use of (3) yields 
OQ 
n~j w~r~). (4) 
j=.+l 
Let V (m) - ~rnv(ra) and W (m) - lrnw(m), n - 1 ,2, . . . ,  then equations (1) and (4) can be 
n n 
reduced as 
W (m) = max {~.  + qV(. 'n-t), V(.r")}, (5) 
= 1 w}~), (6) = 
j= .+ l  
where aj ~ ~--]~ofj 64//~. For our problem we have 
j=.+l  
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~om (2), (5) and (8) 
co nTr./ u~m) = P y~ n6./ + qv(nm_l)_ n~rj j6k 
j=n+l  j fn  j----n+l 
j----n+1 j 1 
where ~n - )'~°= n 1 . co y(~J -- Ekmj+l ~k/k). 
Define A (m) as lrn u (m)-  Y']~=n+l j ( j _  1)a'n u~ /n, that is, 
V co 1 m- i ) )  
A~.") = pC. + q .~-l) _ ~ J - .  v]  , m > 1, n = 1,2,. 
, , t ,  
j=n+l  
(z) 
Then Bm can be written as Bm= {(n, m) : A(n m) >_ 0}. Denote the sequence {dj } by 
dj = 6j ~ 6t 
l:----j+l 
j = 0 ,1 ,2 ,  . . . .  
We put the following condition for distributions of random number of applicants, which is the 
same one in [1]. 
(C): dj never change sign from positive to negative. 
The following theorem is our main result which shows that it is still a sufficient condition for 
the m-problem to be monotone. 
THEOREM I. If the distribution of random number o£ app]icants satisfies the condition (C), then 
the m-prob]em is monotone and Bm can be written as Bm = {(n,m) : n > s~}, where s* can 
be specified as s~n = rrfin {n : A (m) > 0). Bm gives an optima] offering region for the m-problem 
*> * > ' "> 1. and, moreover, s~ ) s~ ~ ... ~ 8 m sin+ 1 _ _ 
PROOF. We shall consider that 
(H-I) A (t) never change sign from positive to negative and 
(H-2) A~. ~+I) _> A~t ), n = I ..... 
It suffices to show that both (H-I) and (H-2) hold for k ~ I, We show these by induction on k. 
When k = 1 we have from (7) 
AL 1) = p,~., 
co 1 x)) 
A(nU) = P~bn + q V(1) - E j 1VJ " 
j=n+l  
The condition (C) and the definition ~n 
negative. 
Using (6), we have 
imply that A(n 1) never change sign from positive to 
co I {W#O ) V#O)}>0. 
AO) - A(nX) = q E j -1  - - 
j=n+l 
Assume both (H-l) and (H-2) hold for k = m-  1, that is, also assume nm-1 -- {(n, m-  1) : 
n _> s~n-1). We show that both (H-l) and (H- 2) hold for k = m. 
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From the definition of A (m) and (7), 
n~+ 1 {W>m-X)-Y/(m-')) A(p)=pC.+q, j-1 (8) 
Using (5), (6) and the induction hypothesis, 
0,00 
W~m-l'-vj(ra-l'-" ~J"~'q Z 
k=$+1 
1 k -1  (Wk(m-2) - v(m-2)) '
j <s~_1-1, 
j > 8'_1. 
Substituting the above equation into (8), we have 
oo 
oo 
Pen + q Z 1 A(m_l) 
j=n+l  £':':- 1 "~j ' 
n + 1 _< a*_  1 - -  I, 
n+l  >_ 8m-1- 
(9) 
We shall show that if A (m) > 0 then A (m) > 0. When d, > 0, the condition (C) gives dj > 0 -- n+l  -- -- 
and ~bj > 0, j = n + 1, n + 2,. thus we have a(m) > 0. When d, < 0, it suffices to show -- • •, "~.+I  -- 
that a(m) A (m) A (ra) "'n+l < 0 implies < 0 or dn _> 0. Now from (8) we have "'n+la(m) ---- - -pdn/n -  
q tW(ra-1) - V(~l ) ) /n .  By the hypothesis --.+x < 0 and the induction hypothesis, we have "" n+l  a (m)  
w(m-1) I/(m-1) thus we have that if dn < 0 then A (m) < pd, /n < 0 and ff A(~:~ 1) < 0, i.e., .,.+  = . .+l  , 
A (m) >_ 0 then 0 _< A (m) < pdn/n, which implies dn >_. O. Hence, both the induction hypothesis 
and the condition (C) imply that A (m) never change sign from positive to negative. Now we can 
• * rain {n : A(. m) > 0}. Then we also have define s m as s m = 
A(:+I) : 
( j=n+l  J -- I 
n+l_<sm-1 ,  
n-I.- 1~ s*. 
(10)  
Since we know s m* < sin_ •  from the hypothesis, both (9) and (10) yield 
A(m+1) _ A(m) = 
$~_i--1 
i J='~ J -  ~='l-t 
• i-i-I 1 
j='=_~ 
j=.+l 
j 1 
1 (m,_m-1,) 
j 1 
1 (A~m)-A~m-O)  
j -1  
* - i  n+l~sm 
s m• _<n+l<s* -1 -1  
-+l>_s*_i 
>_ 0 (by the induction hypothesis). Thus the proof is completed. 
When the condition (C) holds, this theorem gives the optimal offering strategy for M-problem 
as follows: We pass over the first s~ - 1 applicants and give an offer to the first candidate that 
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appears thereafter. If the M - m offers are all declined, the next offer is only given the candidate 
that appears on or after * Sm,m = 1 ,2 , . . . ,M-  1. 
LBMMA 1. The max/mum probability of success/'or the monotone m-problem is given by 
+ q Z :  i ( i -  1) " 
= v (m) which follows this lemma. Under the optimal strategy, we can easily derive v (m) r , I , -z  ,*,,,-1, 
For the m-problem, v(m) can recurrently be computed when an explicit form ofv~ m-l) is obtained, 
for example, 
oo 1 
= v(s; - 1) 
~ 1 ~-~ 1 = 1 ~ i  
v(2) - -P(S~-- I )  E ~_1  a j ' t 'pq(s~-s~)  j_--=~aJ +pq(s l -1 )  E j 1 
A class of distributions D, given by {dj }, for which the sequence is non-decreasing in j ,  j = 
0 ,1 , . . . ,N0 ,N0 < ~ and then dj is zero for j = No + 1, . . . .  satisfies the condition (C). It 
is pointed out that this class is a subclass of IFR distributions by Porosinski [9]. A discrete 
distribution is defined to be IFR if the sequence {6i/r j} is non-decreasing, which implies 
6..L > I = ~ bj+i >1,  i=0 ,1 , . . . ,No- j .  
~r~ ~r~ +i 
Since 0 < a i _< ~rj, if a distribution is in a class of IFR, we have 
b._L >_ l ::,. 6j+i >_1, i = O, l, . . . , No - j 
aj aj+i 
and it turns out that D is a subclass of IFR. Thus, there exists a monotone case for distributions 
which are not IFR, and there are IFR distributions for which the optimal strategy is not monotone. 
3. EXAMPLES 
It is easily checked that uniform, geometric, Poisson distributions atisfy the condition (C). 
For the uniform distribution on [1, No], the examples of 1-, 2-problems are given in this section. 
EXAMPLE 1. 1-problem: 
s~=min  n>_ I :E ;  1 -  >0 , = - 
' j =.,~ k=.,/ 
71 
The asymptotic value of the cutoff point as No, n ~ oo with ~00 ~ x is easily found to be a 
unique solution between 0 and 1 of the equation 
1 2 log x + ~log z = O, 
thus s~/No -'-* e -~ and the limiting value of the maximum probability of success is given by 
v(z )  ..., 2pe-2  
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EXAMPLE 2. 2-problem: 
• ;=ram 
~=n J
K. ANO 
No 1) N° 1 ~ j  i I No I) } 
E +qE j -1  ~- 1-  E >_.0 . 
k-----j+1 jfs~ =" i=h+l 
j=0; ~=j j=,~ =' 
+ No j- - j=~ hf j  i=k+l ~ 
The asymptotic value of the cutoff point is easily found to be a unique solution z between 0 and 1 
of the equation, 
1 log ~ z + log z = 2 ]q 
thus, s~/No ---, e-O+J r~ '~/3) (= ~)  and v(u) --* 2pqe -2 - p~ log ~.  
Tables 1 and 2 give the values of s~,s~,s~,s~ and the maximum probabilities of success for 
various values of No and p = 0.5, 0.9, respectively. 
Table 1. p = 0.5. 
I0 1 1 1 1 0.17573 
50 6 5 4 4 0,14246 
100 13 10 8 8 0.13890 
500 67 50 43 41 0.13604 
10/30 135 101 87 82 0.13569 
~(1) d~) ~(~) ~(t) 
0.23667 
0.103~ 
0.18862 
0.I~56 
0.1~05 
0.24543 
0.21001 
0.20417 
0.19971 
0.19917 
0.24699 
0.21386 
0.20822 
0.20370 
0.20400 
Table 2. p = 0.9. 
I0 1 1 1 1 0.31631 
50 6 6 6 6 0.25642 
100 13 12 12 12 0.25001 
500 67 63 63 63 0.24487 
1000 135 126 126 126 0.24424 
0.33717 
0.27413 
0.26698 
0.26147 
0.26078 
0.33801 
0.27502 
0.26788 
0.26234 
0.26165 
0.33804 
0.27505 
0.26792 
0.26237 
0.26169 
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